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• To describe how newspapers present problematic use of 
the internet: 

− Online gaming

− Online gambling

− Sexting

− Cyber bullying

− Intense social media use

AIM
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• Types of newspapers: 

national daily (Monday-Friday) newspapers available in print 

• Six newspapers used: 

Het Belang van Limburg, Het Laatste Nieuws, Het Nieuwsblad, 
Gazet van Antwerpen, De Morgen, De Standaard

• Timeframe for the project: 

The newspaper search covered all weekdays during the second 
week of 6 different months (namely January, March, May, 
July, September and November) in the years 2014 and 2018, 
for a total of 60 days.

METHODS
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Search terms used:

• Cyberbullying or cyber bullying or internet bullying or online 
bullying or digital bullying

• Problematic internet use

• Online/ cyber/ Internet addiction

• Internet/ cyber/ online pornography

• Sexting

• Internet/ cyber/ online shopoholism or shopaholism or oniomania
or compulsive  buying disorder

• Cyber/ internet/ online  sex addiction

• Internet/ cyber/ online addiction

• Internet/ cyber/ online gaming addiction

• Internet/ cyber/ online gambling

METHODS
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• Material: electronic versions of the newspaper articles were 
collected using Academic GOPRESS

• N = 39 relevant articles, 15 in 2014 and 24 in 2018

• A coding scheme was developed in collaboration with partners

• Data input via Excel

ANALYSIS
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• Main topic:
Due to its impact (link with suicide), cyberbullying receives a lot 

of attention. 

Cybersex was found to mix two distinct phenomena.

Sexting is linked to sextortion, but a Dutch term is sadly
missing hampering a clear view on the phenomenon. 
Focus seems to be on youngsters.

Focus is also on gaming and gambling.

Online shopping was not mentioned.

In the full version study we should consider including search 
terms for phubbing, intensive visiting of online auctions and 
extreme texting.

DISCUSSION
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• Number of articles: 

a mean >3 articles/week (39/12) or 0.5 art./newsp./wk

• Trend: more articles in 2018 compared to 2014.

Media are aware of increasing incidence of PUI

• Newspaper: less articles were found in some newspapers.

association with genre of article, length or topic?

DISCUSSION
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• Genre of the articles:

PUI received considerable attention by media as a 
larger proportion of articles were longer than news 
flashes. 

• Location in newspaper:

PUI was perceived as being important as about half of the 
articles were found on the next 5 pages, not so extremely 
important that it deserves first page

• Geographical focus of the article: 

mainly local, but a considerable part had also a national 
focus. The newspapers differed also by geo focus.

DISCUSSION
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• Aim of the future investigation is to monitor changes over 
time and analyse the information that is presented to readers 
of specific newspapers.

• We look forward to collaborate with a colleague whose 
mother tongue is French to extend this study to other 
newspapers.

DISCUSSION
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You can find this presentation at 

www.e-mentalhealth.be/baps

For additional questions on this project you can contact me at

marc.roelands@thomasmore.be

For additional questions on the expertise cell Psychology, 
Technology and Society, please contact

tom.vandaele@thomasmore.be

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION.
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